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FOR RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS

Introducing the

Dutemänn Glide-S
with slim-line aluminium profile
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Discover Dutemänn Glide-S
the sliding door that won’t compromise
on energy efficiency or design...

Dutemänn Glide-S is representative of cutting-edge
beauty and design. The robust frame is supported
by the ultra-slim profile and accented by the
artfully fashioned contemporary handles providing
unobstructed views.
Every Dutemänn Glide-S delivers the highest
expectations of marrying design and energy
efficiency. Offering fully weathered thresholds and
thermal efficiency through a choice of double or
triple glazing.
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Dutemänn Glide-S 47mm slim-line aluminium profile

47mm Mullion
Mono Track
Double Track
Bead Glazed
28mm Low Threshold
Up to 400Kgs Per Sash
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Ultra Slim Sightlines

47mm mullion
Make the most of a wonderful vista.....
let the light flood in with virtually
uninterrupted views.
Dutemänn Glide-S 47mm slim line is suited to
large apertures with a maximum panel span of
up to 3.35 meters wide and up to 3.2 metres high,
at the same time the slim mullion option affords
maximum light and views for the smaller door.

Dutemänn Glide-S 94mm slim-line aluminium profile

Triple Track

94mm mullion
Dutemänn Glide-S triple track offers endless
possibilities, with all panels being able to glide
allowing the full use of your internal/external
space. By choosing the triple track option two
thirds of the aperture can be open allowing for
modern open plan living
For large or small apertures Glide-S triple track
make s a superb alternative to Dutemänn
Bi-folding doors
Our unique Glide-S sliding mechanism lifts the sash to
deliver smooth effortless operation and performance of
up to 400 kilos per panel. The reinforced frame allows
for extended openings, maintaining superb unhindered
views of wonderful vistas. Making the most of the natural
light and creating inspiring living spaces .
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94mm Mullion
Pocket Glide
Mono Track
Double Track
Triple Track
Bead Glazed
28mm Low Threshold
Up to 400Kgs Per Sash

Dutemänn Glide-S Pocket

Capitalize on brightening and
inspiring spaces with maximum
glass areas spanning up to
6.7m wide and up to 3.2m
in height in just two panels.

Pocket Glide
Mono Track
Double Track
Bead Glazed
28mm Low Threshold
Up to 400Kgs Per Sash
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Glide and Hide
Pocket Sliding Door

The Dutemann Glide-S Pocket Sliding
Door is an aluminium glider that tucks
away to create more space. Designed
to meet the need of a wide variety of
markets inlcuding; residential, hotels,
restuarants and other commerical
applications.
Dutemänn Glide-S pocket offers all the features
of the Glide-S range including our unique lift
and glide mechanism with its 400 kilo per panel
capability.
However Glide-S pocket is very different, this
fully weathered system can disappear into a preprepared cavity offering over 90%clear opening.
Glide-S pocket offers the architect a modern
solution for every client either residential or
commercial.

Dutemänn Glide-S redefines the inline sliding door

Dutemänn Glide-S redefines expectations of patio doors by implementing these industry leading
concepts as standard with each door. Providing a 10-year guarantee, Dutemänn delivers to exacting
ideals and limitless possibilities.
The harmonisation of slim sight-lines and our superb lift mechanism means Dutemänn Glide-S provides
architectural flexibility and design for any patio door installation. Appealing for contemporary new build,
high rise and roof-tops yet gracious for more traditional installations, Dutemänn Glide-S can meet the
various needs of every project.

Track Options

Dutemänn Glide-S has it covered; offering mono, double, triple and pocket track options, allowing for
various combinations of both fixed and opening sashes.
Two-Panel

Four-Panel

Six-Panel

Three-Panel

Five-Panel
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Glide-S is the only system to use solid
stainless steel tracks as standard, capable
of supporting the 400 kgs panel weight.

Huge Flexibility
Exceptional structural integrity gives
the system huge flexibility. Capable of
spanning an aperture of up to 6.7m wide
and up to 3.2m in height in just two
panels, the system is ideal for spanning
large spaces.

Thermal Efficiency
Thermally efficient thermal-break zone and
cross-linked polyamide insulation. Capable of
accommodating a sealed unit of up to 42mm
including triple-glazed option to achieve
U-value as low as 1.3w/m2.K

Security
Security is taken care of with the use of our
high security multi point lock that is coupled
with a high security half cylinder as standard.
Once the panels are in the locked position the
glass adds its weight to enhance the security
with the load resting on our unique track
braces. Glass is held in place with security
internal glazing beads.

Sophisticated water evacuation system

....................................................

Unique Glide gearing system lifts sashes
on the operation of the door handle to
deliver effortless opening and closing of
panels of up to 400 kilos per panel.

..................................................

Effortless Opening

Weatherproof
Industry leading threshold drainage system
along with the system resting on multiple
weather seals when closed meaning
exceptional weather tightness.

Colours
We have developed a standard colour
range which maximises the appeal but also
suitability of Dutemänn Glide-S to a wide
range of installations, we’re also able to
offer a non-standard choice of up to 200 RAL
colours including marine finish and up to 30
different anodised finishes.
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Your Dutemänn Authorised Installer

Dutemänn Glide-S

Dutemänn is a trade manufacturer of quality aluminium composite entrance doors, patio
doors and bifold doors. We work as a specialist aluminium door supplier to installers,
developers and builders. We also supply other fabrication businesses who don’t want to
disrupt their core production to manufacture a non-core product.
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